METROPOLITAN ST. LOUIS SEWER DISTRICT
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
DIVISION OF ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE (DEC)

Lab Operations Manager
Bausano (C 9)

Chemist Rowan (C 6)
Chemist Bhuyan (C 6)
Chemist (Open) (C 6)

Lab Technician Cook (C 1)
Lab Technician Reid (C 1)
Lab Technician (Open) (C 1)
Lab Technician Ehringer (C 1)
Lab Technician Strong, B (C 1)

Chemist Midkiff (C 6)
Lab Technician Mewes (C 1)
Building Cust. & Messenger (Open) (B 5)
Development Review Program Manager
Grimm (C 11)

GIS Manager
Mohan (C 11)

Permits
Stewart, T. (C 4)

Principal Engineer
Alexander (C10)

Civil Engineer
Gauch (C 7)

Civil Engineer
Safdari (C 7)

Civil Engineer
Tuillman (C 7)

Asst. Engineer
Whitener (C 5)

Assoc. Engineer
Jaquess (C 4)

Civil Engineer
Senior Patel (C 9)

Civil Engineer
Senior Betts (C 7)

Civil Engineer
Hennigh (C 7)

Civil Engineer
Senior Riepe (C 9)

Civil Engineer
Senior Croker (C 9)

Civil Engineer
Senior Johnson (C 9)

Civil Engineer
Kappelmann (C 7)

Civil Engineer
Warren (C 7)

Civil Engineer
Welker (C 7)

Asst. Engineer
Liu (C 5)

GIS Analyst
Snelling, G. (C 4)

GIS/Cadd Tech.
Blue (A11)

GIS/Cadd Tech.
Roth, C. (A 11)

GIS/Cadd Tech.
Sutter (A 11)

GIS/Cadd Tech.
Stillwell (A 11)

GIS/Cadd Tech.
Wurth, M. (A 11)

Designer Drafter
Montgomery (C 3)

GIS/Cadd Tech.
Ellebracht(A 11)

GIS/Cadd Tech.
Mueller (A 11)

GIS/Cadd Tech.
Stillwell (A 11)

GIS/Cadd Tech.
Wurth, M. (A 11)

Office Associate
Glemmons (A 8)

Office Associate
Bryant (A 8)

Office Associate
Ballard (A 7)

Office Associate
Kinder, H. (A 8)

Office Assistant
Greene (A 7)

Office Assistant
Steininger (A 8)

Office Assistant
Brown (A 7)

Office Assistant
Strong, E (A 7)